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I regard the American-experiment in mass eduCation as the most

successful in recorded history. That is so partly because the American

public school has been improving for as long as it hat existed. Thus

While this discussion will'focus on recent history it is iiportant to

note that educational reform is an. old and honored American tradition.

The public school curriculum is revised and updated at least once

-each generation. The organi7,.tion of grades is subject to almost annual

review. I,eriodic change characterizes our approaches to teacher behavior,

classroom or'Anization and the other elements that contribute to teaching

and learning. Each of these changes was preceeded by substantial

criticism of the educational status quo. Thus is the public school

conttantly criticized even though the record shows that we teach increasing

proportions 6f each generation better and more.

The criticism of the educational status quo that motivates school

improvement efforts fixes on academic mastery among low income children.

Designs for school improvement therefore focus on_basic skills acquisition

and measure gain by recording annual increases in prcportionate mastery.

in the lowest sOcial class. This is a highly_circumscribed, quantitative

measure of school improvement.

Much has been recently made of a perceived decline in the qulity of

teaching and learning in public schools.. .This paper will address the ,

issue of educationalquality only indirectly. This paper will directly

-address the conditionsunder which a greater prop6riion of itudents can

be brcught to ladequate academic mastery. Evaluative studies of schools

describe the consistency With which some ichools demonstrate the

educability of all the disparate)oopulations now enrolled in the public

schools. There are all-black schools,that demonstrate the educability
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, of black children. There are all-poor schools that demonstrate the

educability of poor children. Thus this discutsion will presume that

_ advancing the quality of instruction-in a school depends'partly on

demonstrating that all the children in the school will profit from the

school's program of instruction. Some children always do better in

school than others. Advancing the quality of instruction for such

children is= much more likely when all other children acquire at least the

minimum mastery necessary for successful access to the next level of

schooling.

Thus might this ditcussion be said to describe'instructional

effectiveness as a prerequisite to academic quality. Instructional
, .

effectiveness occurs when all students obtain at least minimum academic

mastery as measured by standardized achievement tests. AcadeMic quality

occurs when studtnts advance on measures of independent thinking, more

sophisticated comprehension and other intangible measures of intellectual

gain.
st

The discussion that follows will focus on,instructional effectiveness

as tht measure of school improvement. It is my summary purpose to describe

major program& of school improvement now underwaY in numetous Oucational

settings throughout the United States. No claim is made here that this

discutsion is a Comprehensive description of American efforts at

educational,refotm. The range of.educational
reform efforts are many

and varied.- Most such efforts are also disparate and cannot be Construed

_as a moyement based on a common body of knowledge. Many such efforts are

worthy.and'notable but the purpOse here is not encyclopedic. The *reader

is not therefore to lament the absence of a particular program of

educational refort,deserying of attention. It is the limited purpose of
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this paper to note that a particular body of educational research has

come to exert an extraordinary influence on a great number Of pr6grams of.0.

school improVement.

Thisidiscussion will focus primarily on elementary schools and to a

lesser extent on intermediate schools. AlmOst all of the researth and

school itprovement prograts disoussed in this paper were conducted in

elementary schools. While there art refOrm efforts underway in high

sChoolt theyere not based on the fundamental and shared premises that-

characterize:the programs of improvement in elementary and intermediate

schools.

One of the.Most important shared characteristics of school improvement

prograts is' their attempt to improve pupil performance on ttandardized

meatures of achievement. There are of courie other important outcotes

of ithooling that are not measured by standardized measures of achievement;

however, improved academic achieVement undergrids and advinces-pupil

prospectt for gain in the more exalted purposes of eduCition. The

ultiMite purpose af education is to teach citizenship, civilitj and

creativity bilt those are topics-for anOther paper.

There is an interesting aspect to the present professional discourse

on programs of school improvement. The Equal Educational Opportunity

Survey (Coleman et al., 1966) concluded that family background was the

principal dettrminant of pupil acquisition of basic school skills. Since

then American educators have cited this report to justify ihe view that

how, well children do in school derive's primarily from the nature of the

family from which they come. Coleman (1966) and Mosteller and Moynihan

(1972) and Jencks, et al., (1972) have been foremost among a large group

of social scientists who in the 1960's and 70's concluded that family'
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baCkground was not only a correlate of pupil performance but the major

determinant of achievement. Thus compensatory education dominated programs

- of school improvement throughout the 60's and 70's and chiefly through

Title I of the Elementary SecOndary Education Act taught low income

children to learn in ways that conformed to most schoOls preferred ways

of teaching. Compens,atory education presumes that low achievement derives

from student characteristics like social class and family background.

Students are thus taught behaviors that will compensate for their dis-

advantage's. No effort is.made to change school behavior. The instructional

efficacy of such an approach depends partly on the accuracy of the

"familial effects" analysis of the origin of adhievelhent.

Over the last ten years another group of social scientists led by

-

BrOOkover and Lezotte (1977), Rutter -et al, (1979), and Edmonds.(1979)

haVe published alternatiVe interpretations of the interaction between

pupil achievement and pupil family background. These educational

retearchers have concluded that the school is the major determinant of

achievement. This "school effects" interpretation of the origin of

achievement has substantially altered the professional disc-arse on the

nature,of the most appropriate programs of instruction for low income

children, The familial effects interpretation of the origin of

achievement focused attention on the presumed intrinsic disabilities of

poor Children whereas the school effects interpretation presumes that

almost all school children are educable and results in instructional

strategies that'modify school behavior.

The school effects researchers do not reSect entirely the role of

the family in determining a child's achievement. While schools.may

be primarily responsible for determining whether or not students function
,4
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adequately in school the.fami,ly is probably critical in determining

whether Or not students flourish in school. Moreover almdstall school

effects researchers, support compensatory education but point out its

distinct limitations as the primary instructional response to low.income

children.

The important point is that educators are increasingly persuaded that
.0

the characteristits of schools are important determinaritS of academic

achievement. Since 1974 there has commenced an extraordinary number and

variety pf programs of school improvement based on-a school effects

interpretation of the_interattion between pupil achievement and-pupil

family-background.. Such programs reptesent the maior educational.reform

initiatiyes,basecron a common body of knowledge now underway in the

UnitedStates. Suth programs derive from a relatively rapid educator

acceptance of the accuracy and efficacy of the research of Brookover,

-Lezotte, Edmndsi Rutter and a number of others whose studies fix on

'the organizational and institutional characteristics that diicriminite

between effective and ineffective schools.

Research on school effectiveness is complemented and reinforced by

research on teacher effectiveness. Brophy (1974), Good (1979) and

Rosenshine ('-1978) are illustrative of a number of educational researchers

whose wor focuses on those'teacher behaviors and classroom characteristics

that describe instructionally effective classrooms. More will be said-

of "teacher'effects" later but for now suffice it to say t'hat a teacher

effects analysis ofathe interaction between pupil achievement and pupil

family backgroufici parallels a school effects analysis in that both analyies

focus on aspects of the school in an attempt to explain why some schools

succeed with greater proportions of their pupil populations than others.



School improvement.programs
attempt-to introduce into schools those

factors found to be related to school !effectiveness. Several school

effects"retearchers have independently conCluded that effective schools

-share certain essential Characterittids. I will briefly describe the

characteristics I have identified (Edmonds, li979),, since they are

illustrative And-have been widely disseminated. MoreOver these

characteristics form the partial or entire.basis for all of the programs

Apf school improvement that will_be desdribed iwthis-paper.

Two impOrtani caveatt Must precede, a_ descriptión of the characteristics.

tirst, researchert do not yet know whether the characteristics are the

cadses of the instrudtional effectiveness that characterizes the effective

schools. SeCond, the characteristics-are-not rank ordered. -We-must thus_ _

Conclude that to advance effectiveness a sdhool must implement all of the,

characteristics at once.

The charlIcterittics of-an effective school are (1) the-leadership

1
of the prindipal notable for substantial

attention 'to the quality of

instruction, (2) a pervasive and broadly understood instructional focus,

(3) an orderly, safe climate conducive to teaching aad learning, (4)

teacher behaviors that convey the expectatioh that all students are

expected to obtain at least minimum mastery and ($) the use of measures

of pup'l achievement as the baiis for program evaivation.

To b effective,a school need not bring all students to identical

levels of mastery but the-school muit.bring equal proportions of its .

highest and lowest social classes to minimdm mastery. This measure of

school effectiveness serves two broad purposes. First, it permits the ,

middle class to establishrIthe standard of proportionate mastery against

which to judge a school's effectiveness. Second, this measure pezmits
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schools to be easily characterized as improving or declining as the

proportion of the lowest sotial class demonstrating mastery rises or falls.

- Thus there is no reason to recommend programs of school improvement for

schools that annually demonstrate an increase in the proportion of their,

lowest social clats pupils obtaining minimum academic mattery.

Three types of school improvement programs have resulted from the

school7effectiveness reseal-dlr. There are programs organized and administered

'Idthin schools and school districts. Seyeral such programs will b

described later. Cmher programs are adminittered by state education

agencies which prbvide incentives and technical assistance to local

schools and school districts. In.the third category are programs of

research, development and technical assistance usually located in a

university. The university programs tend to emphasize dissemination of

the knowledgegained from research on School and teacher effects as

well as description and analysis of the technology of school intervention.

There are now more than a score of urban school districts at various

stages of the design and implementation of programs' of school improvement

based on the characteristicsof school effectiveness. I have chosen to

.illustrate these efforts by briefly describing the programs in N.Y.C.,

Milwaukee, Chicago, New-Haveh, and St. Louis. These programs are similar

in th.at all_of them attempt to introduce into schools approaches to

leadership, climate, focus, expectations and assessment that conform to

the discussion,of these characteristics in the research liteiature on

school'effectiVeness. These programs are dissimilar in that their designs

for change are different. Some of the,programs invite schools to

voluntarily-participate while others compel participation. Some

programs were initiated by school officials while others were initiated

- C



by outsiders. The particular programs were chosen to illustrate the

range and variety of the designs for improvement. The programs were also

chosen to illustrate activlty in various parts of the country.

The New York City School Iinprovement Project'(SIP) is the most widely

publicized of thest school iMprovement efforts: Between August of 1978

and February of 1981 I was chief instructional officer of the New York

City Public Schools. I. thertfore presIded, over the design and

implementation of SIP which was part of an overall attempt to improve

the school system's basic approach to teaching irei learning.

Since 1978 there have been changes in the N.Y.C."schools in such

basic areas as curriculur requirements and the minimum standards for

pupil ptomotion. Thus. SIP has been part of oyerall changes in the N.Y.C.

schools.
0

It is also impo^rtant to note that SIP was and is the most generoUsly

funded of all of the projects to be described. The project began in

October of 1979 with nearly a million dollars of support provided by

the Ford Founeation, the Carnegie Corporation, the New York Foundation,

the New York State Department of Education and the New York City Public

Schools. Approximately thirty schools have prrticipated in the project.

During the 1978-79 school year about fifteen_persons were recruited__

--------_

and trained as school liasons. The training reviewed the research on
;

v.
school effects, taught the use of instruments to evaluate the schools

.and trained the staff in the pAcedures to,be folloWed in their consultation

with individual schools. Initially each participating school was assigned

a full-time liasOn\person. By1980-81 each liason was assignedtwrIalools.

All_PArticipatingschOo s were volunteers.

A 'typical intervention consisted of the following steps. A committee

,\

10
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of principals, teachers and parents was,formed to represent the school.

This committee participated in, and approvedsof, all subsequent project

activities in the school. Using interviews and classroom observations

the school liason conducted a "needs assessment" of the school in-order--

-

to determine'the principal's style of leadership, tlie instructional focus

. of the school,-the climate, the nature of teacher expectations Of pupil

performance and the role of standardized measures of pupil performance

in program evaluation. On the basis of the needs assissment a plan of

school improvement was developed by the liason and the school's committee

:The purpose of the plan was to introduce the effective school,charac-feristits

where they were absent and to strengthen them where they were weak.

a

Descr4tions of supportive educational serviées were developed inside the

school district and in greater N.Y.C. These descriptions were used by

the liason to decide which services were required by the school improvement

plan.

Since the plans for each school were different it is difficult to

generalize abdUt the school interventions that resulted from the plans:----
-------

. rllu.t.TAliKt_interventions-intlliaid-i--work
with principals to teach

thet the elements of instructional leadership; 'seminars-with teachers to

improve school use of achievement data

developing and d atingwritten descriptions of the school's major

us. All activities were designed to introduce into the school 'the

inAtituti?naI, organizational behaviors that derive from the earlier

description of the characteristics of effective schools.
,

The N.Y.C. School Improvement Project is annually evaluated on

measures oforganizational,
institutional change and measures of pupil

performance on standardized tests of achieves t.' The Ford.Foundation

asis for program evaluation;

11
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conCeived of and funded a "documentation unit"-whose job is to evaluate

the outcomes of the project mit° record the evolution of the project.
, .

-- The achievement data for --ich,school have shown an annual increase in

the propOrtion of studenttAemonstratingoacAdemic tastezy. Th<gains

schievement in the Sri' schools are occurring in a school district

where city wide,pchievement is also improving. As of June, 1982, N.Y!t.

K-9 achievement was abdire,national norms (New York Times, June 17, 1982).

The sokool improvement project in Milwaukee, Wiscohsin is based on

the characteristics identified in school effectiveness research but is,

substantially different Irom the New York City project. During the 1979-'

80 school year, twenty elementary schools were Assigned by the superintendent

to participate in this project. The twenty schools were regarded at the

time as the least effective in the Milwaukee school distsict. The

improvement project was primaril); designed and implemented by Maureen

Larkin and relied solely on 3ehool dittrict resources. The project

commenced iri.197940 and initially focused Omteacher attitude toward

the educability of the predominantly low income'students in the twenty

schools. J..arkin's approachto staff development itsumes that change in

attitude precedes changsin behavior. Thus the initial stages of the project-

critiquedvariability in teacher attitude toward pupil educability as a

ftnction of pupil rate and social class:- One of the project's

primary purposes was, tc bring all teacher's to the attitude that all

_-

students can learn basic school"skills. In close collaboration with

her colleagues in the twent7,schools Larkin then proceeded to design

')ukaterials that guided the schools toward instructional focus,. 'appropriate

. climate and other factors.related to effective schools. No full-time

liasons were used in Milwaukee. The outsiders working within,the schools

12



were assigned from
administrative central staff in the area of instruttional

services. AS in N.Y. the Milwaukee project foCused on individual schools-

and tailored ptoject activities to the unique character of each of the

twenty schools. Lal.kin has reported achieveMent gains in iii"of the

schoola for each year of the proj att.

St. Louis-illustrates a project initlated from outside the school

district. Druing the 1980-81 school year, John Ervin, Vice President of

'the Danforth Foundation.persuaded St. 1.011is school officials to permit

\
several inner-city schools to participate in aproj'ect designed to introduce

\ . .

the characteristics of schuol effectiveness. From,the beginning Ervin

area superintendent Rufus Youni, -have used a design focused on broad

colleaguial participation and shared decision making. With Danforth

---t-Upport-teachcrs and-principals were chosen to visit N.Y.C. and PRptiac,

Michigan. In N.Y.C. these St. Lquis educators visited schools patticipating

in the School Improvement Project. In Pontiac they visited schools

Tarticipating in a school improvement project based on the Brookover,

. Lezotte characteristics of school efectiveness. As a result of these

visits these St. Louis educators were able tp perionally describe the

a

implementation of desighs for school improvement. Thus the St. Louis

,
discussions have been grounded in creditable, personal knowledge of the

effitacy of the characteristics of effective schools as principal

determinants of achievement.

e 1980-81 school year was invested in intense planhing with the'

assistance of area university,faculty chosen to represent the processes

of change 'and the substantive content of the institutional-, organizational

behaviors associated with school efictiveness. Programs of change within

the schools has begun but no evaluation of outcomes has thus far been
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produced.

New Haven, Connecticut illustrates a design focused on all.schools
_

within the district and under the direct supervision of the superintendent.

New Haven is especially interesting because of its lone_ association with

Jim Comer of Yale. Comer's recently published School Power (1980)

describes a ten year history of direct intervention in three predominantly

black New Haven elementary schools. COirier's approach to school improvement

focuses on the mental health skills of educators and seeks a qualitative

improvement in the interaction between teachers and students, school and

family, adults and,children. The New Haven schools in which Comer has

worked have dramatically improved in both interpersonal relatiOns and the

quality of teaching and learning. Superintendent Jerry Tirozzi has set

out to build- on.Comerrs model in an overall approach that derives froth

Edmonds' correlates'of effectiveness.

The major-differences
between Edmonds and Comer focus on tactics And

outcomes. The Comer approach is, grounded in the-disciplines of psychology

and psychiatry in that Comer':s approach teaches the psychological origin

of pupil behavior in order to improve the quality of educator response.
\

Such an orientation requires many educators to learn skills with which

they are not familiar. It is equally significant to note that Comez",s

program.hot'only raises achievement but has a desirable effect on the

affective outcomes of schooling.

The Edmonds' approach is rather more mOdesein that the goal is

increised achievement and the measure of gain is exclusively cognitive.

The attempt to integrate these two appraoches has not been underway

long enough to permit evaluation.

Chicago represents yet another alterilative design of.a program of

14
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school improvement based on the characteristics of school effectiveness.

During the 1980-81 school year Dean Robert Green of MSU's Urban-Affairs

Program was hired by the Chicago Boar& of Education to preside over the

design of a desegregation plan for the Chicago schools. Green is a national

authority on-desegregation design especially as those designs relate to

pupil placement, requjtable rules governing student behavior, supplementary

services and the myriad elements that contribute to an effective desegregation

design.

I was hired by the Chicago Board of Education to design the portion

-of the desegregation plan that would focus directly on matters of teaching

and learning. This division of labor produced two distinct plans (Green

1981) both of which were iubinitted to the Chicago Board of Education.

Green's plan focused on pupil placement and sought to accomplish

desegregation. My plan wasAtided to standardize curriculum, emphasize

achievement in evaluation and otherwise cause the system to implement

what is known about-school effectiveness.

The plans were submitted to the Board of Education in the spring of

1981. The Board of Education rejected Green's plan for pupil placement

and only recently submitted to the federal court a plan for voluntary

desegregation. The Edmonds' plan for educational,change was adopted.

by-the Chicago Board, submitted to the federal court and ordered into

effect in Septembe- of 1981. That was an unfortunate development in

that it permitted the inference that programs of sciiool improvement can

substitutefor pupil placement plans of desegregation. Improved

achievement for black studenis is unrelated to the legal, moral, ethical

obligation to eliminate descrimination as a characteristic of pupil

.placeMent. The Chicago Board of Education needlessly confounded the public
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policy discourse on school iinprovement and desegregation by refusing to

adopt both plans which would have advanced desegregation and achievement

simultaneously.

Superintendent Ruth Love didn't arrive in Chicago till after the

Green, Edmonds' plans had been submitted to the Chicago Board. It is

therefore reasonable to expectthat Love will interpret the court order

in ways that reflect her formidable mastery of the various elements

that adVanc.,e achievement in a large urban school system.

The school improvement programs thus far discussed are but a few of

many now underway. Our experience with implementation gives no basis for

prefeiring any particular design. We know far more about the characteristics

of school effectiveness than the means by which they come to describe a

school. Despite that it is possible to make summary observations of

potential use to ill programs of school,improvement.

The research on the characteristics of effective schools has not yet

shown some characteristics to be more important than others. Thus designs

for school improvement must attend to all of the characteristics. It

must be made clear that the need for change is school wide and includes

both principals and teachers. All programs of school improvement should

be'evaluaied on at least two distinctive measures.
Changes in student

achievement are an obvious important measure. Oi equal importance are

observable changes in the institutional, organizational nature of a school

as a function of changes in principal and teacher behavior. Formative

evaluation is to be distinctly preferred over summative evaluation-.

Finally it is important to note that most changesvill occiar within a

school but some important and-desirable changes tan only be made by Vie

school board or the superintendeni. Local school designs for school

16
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improvement will from time to time reveal aspects of board policy or

administrative rules that impede the plan. It is important at such times

to continue the local school plan while acknowledging that district wide

changes may not occur or may take a long time to accowplish. Thus no

local school design should depend on changes over which the local school

does not haye control.

I want now to describe programs of school improvement administered

by st4te agencles.

A number of state.departments of education are circulating materials

designed to encourage local school districts to adopt school improvement

plans based on the research on school effectiveness. For example, the

Missouri Department of Education has produced a Min (Missouri Dtpartment

'of Elethentary & Secondary Education, 1981) now circulating throughout the

state. More pointed activities are occurring in Cthio and.Connecticut.-

In addition to dissemination activities the Ohio Department of Education

is offering modest.financial support tO Ohio school districts willing -tit)

pursue school effectiveness prograts.

The Most formal state program is the Office of School Improvement,Of

the Connecticut Department of Education. During the 1979-80 school year

staff of.the Connecticut Department spent substantial time in N.Y:C.

observing the School Improvement Project training program as well as liason,

behavior within project:schoolS.. Connecticut vas-especially interested,in

the instruments that had been developed to evaluate the correlates within

the schoolsi The Connecticut State
Department Offite of School Improvement

now offers two services to local school districts.

Districts are invited to submit designs for school improvement based

on the charatteristics of effective schools. Some of those designs ire

17
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funded with grants from the Department. Whether funded or not, all

Connecticut School districts may reqUest technical astiitance from the

- Office of School Improvement, Tor example, any district may ask State

Department personnel to use the evaluative instrutehts to conduct a

needs assiesstent in-a local school. State-Department personnel will

perform this service and will also teach officials of the local district

how the-instruments are to be used. As a result of these aCtivities a

number of Connecticut schodl districts have deSigned,ind implemented

programs of school improvement besed on the characteristics of effective

schools. The preliminary reports are enthusiastic alhough no formal

evaluations have yet been prOduced.

The New Jersey Education Association (NJEA) offers an interesting

variation on these state prOgrams. 'Officials of the state-office of the

NJEA were sent to N.Y.C. in 1979-80 to observe the School \mproveMent
*

pl-djk.,:t. In 1980-81 the NJEA launched its own Effectiveness Training
_

Program -(1981). tocal chapters of the NJEA May requett assistance frOm

the state office to desigwand,implement aprogram,of school improvement.

The state office sends to the local chapter a team of trainers to conduct

needs-assessments and.:itaff deVelopment activities designed to encourage

-the developmeit Of-local plans,

None of the.se state activities has produced-evaluative materials that

permit assessment. It would be highly desirable for all of them to do

so consistent with the recommehdations that followed the descriptioh of

local school distridt plans. -.,

I wantnow to describe three university based programs of school

improvement that combine-dissemination thd-techhical assistance. The

Title IV, Kent Stite-Uhiversity, desegregation assistance center is one

18
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such program. In cooperation with the Ohio Department of Education, Kent

State has held school improvement state conferences and is working with

a number of Ohio school districts in the design and implementation of local,

plans_for school improvemeht based on the schUol effectiveness research.

Kent State has -interpreted the school effectiveness research as complementary

to, and supportive of, local plans for desegregation. The school improvement

activities at the Kent State Desegregation-Center graphically illustrate

the premite that regardless of the particular plan-forldesegregation it'

profits all schools to exploit what is nowknOwn -of the charadteristids--L__

of effective schools.

A similar program is now underway at the University of Michigan's

Program of,Equal Opportunity (PEO) which is a Title IV desegregation

assistance,center. PEO's dissetination materials explicitly rotethe.

comprementary nature of school effects research and teacher effects reseaTch

(PEO, 1982).

Finally, I-want to,describe activities at Michigan State University.

The National Institute of.Education funded Institute for Research on

Teaching is part of MSU,s.College-of Education. Some faculty of the

Institute study the correlates of effective teaching while others focus

on the correlates of effective schools.

The College of Education has forMed a unit called the Center for

School Improvement Whose purpote is to synthesize and disseminatt the

knowledge gained from research on effective schools and effective teaching.

During the .1981-82 school year, Michigan school,districts were invited to

participate in a training-program focused on the implications of this

knowledge foriractice. More than 100 principals, teachers and ceritral

administrators from Michigan's'twenty-one largest school districWare
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now participating in this Program. These eduCators are designing local

prvgrams of school improvement to bt implemented in one 6r more of the

schools in their districts. The demand for training programs based on

research on effective schools and effective' teaching illustrates wide

-spread educator interest in knowledge based designs for sdhool improvement.

Thesebrief descriptions'of local,_state and utiversity programs of

school improvement illustrate the range and variety of such programs and

activities, although thete diverse prpgtams do share certain common

. characteristics.

These are schoOl=based progtams of improvement in that the loCal school

is the unit of analysis and the focus.of intervention. All of these

programs presume that almost all sChool age children are educable and

#1.1-

,

that-their educability derives primarily from the nature of the schools

to which they-art-sent. While all of these programs would-advocate

increased financial support for schoqls their designs fot,school

imprOvement focus On more efficient Use of existiiirresources. Finally,

all of these prograts use increased achievement for lOw income child-fen as

the measure-of gain-while presuming that such gains will accrue to the

even greater benefit of middle class children. Theteshared characteristics

form an interesting basis for judging the long-range prospects of the

piograms described in:this paper. This discussion urgently:recommends

that all pilikiams of school improvement prbVide the basis for their

systematic evaluation.

It is equally important to suggest advances in edUcational research

that would profit all of these projects. More basic reseifch on sChool

effectiveness would reinforce the correlates of school effectiveness and

further advance our knowledge of effective schools. Among the fundamental

20
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research.issues_yet to be studied is whether Ihe correlates of schoof

effectiveness are also the causes of school effectiveness. This paper

has illustrated the program uses to which the correlates of school

effectiveness are being put. Basing such programs on the causes of

school effectiveness would dtamatically increase the resulting rate of

achievement gain.

The major findings from research on schools-and research on classrooms

should be integrated. Ftom a Conceptual point of view both groups of

researchers emphasize behaviors within the school as the major determinanti
G'

of achievement in basic school skills. Both groups of research4rs depend

on the discovery of effective practice in.contrast to invention of

recommended practice theorized to improve achievement. Futthermore the

Correlates of effective schools and effective classrooms derive exclusively

from the environment over which local schools have control.

-These two sets of research findings complement each other and each

would be strengthened by the conceptual effort to integrate their

findings. For eicample, one of the cOrrelates of effective schools is the

principal's preoccupation with instructional leadership. One of the

manifestations of ihstructional leadership is frequent FTincilial teacher

discourse focused on the diagnosis and solution of instructional problets

within the classroom. Principals who have intimate knowledge of the

\most effective techniques of classroom-management and,inStruction would

be'Well prepared fox:discussion; with teachers focuied on the classroom.

It is pr Olably safe to say that as schools acquiTe the characteristics

_

,of effective .hools they 'create a school climate more receptiVe to teaCher

use of the correla s of effective teaching.

Finally, it mpst be oted that only a few of the programs of school,e
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improvement reflect the findings from research on organizational change.

-This discussion has tried to illustrate the ;range and variety of the designs

for local school impr'ovement. Those designs are disparate partly because

Of variability in their analysis of the medns by which organizational

change might occur. As we record the progress of these projects it would

be, well to note the extent to which their successes and failures derive

Ircal-the presence or absente of the principles of organilational

development.

This much is certain. Significant numbers of educational decision

makers have,concluded 4.hat the findings from research on effective schools

are accurate and efficacious. We are thus observing the proliferation of

programs of 'school improvement based on a common body of knowledge. this

intimate interaction between research and practice validates ihe value of

past research on schools and classrooms and,encourages an expanded agenda

of educational inquiry.
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